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SUMMARY

Thousands of long intervening noncoding RNAs
(lincRNAs) have been identified in mammals. To
better understand the evolution and functions of
these enigmatic RNAs, we used chromatin marks,
poly(A)-site mapping and RNA-Seq data to identify
more than 550 distinct lincRNAs in zebrafish.
Although these shared many characteristics with
mammalian lincRNAs, only 29 had detectable
sequence similarity with putative mammalian ortho-
logs, typically restricted to a single short region of
high conservation. Other lincRNAs had conserved
genomic locations without detectable sequence
conservation. Antisense reagents targeting con-
served regions of two zebrafish lincRNAs caused
developmental defects. Reagents targeting splice
sites caused the same defects and were rescued
by adding either the mature lincRNA or its human
or mouse ortholog. Our study provides a roadmap
for identification and analysis of lincRNAs in model
organisms and shows that lincRNAs play crucial
biological roles during embryonic development with
functionality conserved despite limited sequence
conservation.
INTRODUCTION

The availability of sequenced genomes for many species has

shifted the focus from determining the genetic makeup of organ-

isms to the delineation of the functional elements they encode.

These analyses have revealed that, in addition to loci generating

known genes, many other loci are transcribed, often in a regu-

lated and tissue-specific fashion (Bertone et al., 2004; Carninci

et al., 2005; Dinger et al., 2008; Mercer et al., 2008; De Lucia

and Dean, 2011; Jouannet and Crespi, 2011). In the human
C

and mouse genomes, thousands of loci produce RNAmolecules

longer than 200 nucleotides (nt) that are capped, polyadenylated

and often spliced, yet do not overlap protein-coding genes or

previously characterized classes of noncoding RNAs (ncRNAs);

these have been called long intervening ncRNAs (lincRNAs)

(Guttman et al., 2009; Khalil et al., 2009). Although a few dozen

mammalian lincRNAs have been characterized to some extent

and reported to function in important cellular processes such

as X chromosome inactivation, imprinting, pluripotency mainte-

nance, and transcriptional regulation (Rinn et al., 2007; Mercer

et al., 2009; Gupta et al., 2010; Huarte et al., 2010; Orom et al.,

2010; Guttman et al., 2011; Hung et al., 2011), the functions of

most annotated lincRNAs are unknown.

Comparative sequence analysis and functional studies in

nonmammalian species have greatly advanced the under-

standing of protein-coding genes as well as microRNAs and

other ncRNAs. However, these approaches were not immedi-

ately applied to lincRNAs because of their more limited

sequence conservation (Ponjavic et al., 2007; Marques and

Ponting, 2009). Thousands of lincRNAs have been reported in

human and mouse, some of which have recognizable sequence

homology in the other species (Ponjavic et al., 2007; Khalil et al.,

2009; Marques and Ponting, 2009; Guttman et al., 2010).

However, there have been only a few hints that orthologs of

mammalian lincRNAs exist outside of mammals (Chodroff

et al., 2010; Stadler, 2010; Wang et al., 2011). Therefore, the

promise of model organisms for providing insight into mamma-

lian lincRNA genomics, evolution, and function has awaited

accurate experimental identification of lincRNAs in a nonmam-

malian model organism.

Although high-throughput RNA sequencing (RNA-Seq) pro-

vides information useful for lincRNA identification (Guttman

et al., 2010), the short reads of current technologies limit

the ability to accurately delineate full-length transcriptional

units, especially those of lincRNAs, which typically are ex-

pressed at low levels (Guttman et al., 2009, 2010; Khalil et al.,

2009). Therefore, to build a robust pipeline for lincRNA dis-

covery, complementary datasets augmenting RNA-Seq–based

reconstruction must be acquired and integrated. Chromatin
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immunoprecipitation followed by high-throughput sequencing

(ChIP-Seq) generates genome-wide chromatin-state maps (Bar-

ski et al., 2007; Mikkelsen et al., 2007), which enabled the prelim-

inary annotation of many mammalian lincRNAs (Guttman et al.,

2009; Khalil et al., 2009). Particularly informative have been the

maps of histone H3 lysine 4 trimethylation (H3K4me3), which

marks promoters of genes actively transcribed by RNA poly-

merase II, and maps of histone H3 lysine 36 trimethylation

(H3K36me3), which marks the bodies of these genes (Schubeler

et al., 2004;Marson et al., 2008). Another approach that provides

important information for defining boundaries of transcriptional

units is poly(A)-position profiling by sequencing (3P-Seq) (Jan

et al., 2011). This method isolates distal segments of polyadeny-

lated transcripts and identifies them by high-throughput

sequencing. Although the initial description and application of

3P-Seq focused on protein-coding genes (Jan et al., 2011), the

method defines 30 termini of all polyadenylated transcripts,

including lincRNAs.

To identify lincRNAs of zebrafish (Danio rerio), we acquired

chromatin maps and poly(A) sites from three developmental

stages and developed a framework for lincRNA discovery that

integrates these new datasets with transcriptome datasets,

which included RNA-Seq reads, annotated ESTs and full-length

cDNAs. We report more than 550 distinct lincRNAs in zebrafish

and analyze their sequence and genomic properties, temporal

and spatial expression, and conservation. For functional studies,

we examined two lincRNAs with short stretches of deep con-

servation across vertebrates and found that these lincRNAs

play important roles in brain morphogenesis and eye develop-

ment, and that these functions are retained in their mammalian

orthologs.

RESULTS

Identification of lincRNAs in Zebrafish
To allow a systematic overview of actively transcribed regions,

we generated genome-wide chromatin maps of histone H3

modifications with ChIP-Seq, focusing on zebrafish embryos at

24 and 72 hr postfertilization (hpf) and mixed-gender adults

(Table S1 available online). As in other species (Barski et al.,

2007; Marson et al., 2008; Kolasinska-Zwierz et al., 2009),

H3K4me3 marks were strongly enriched around transcription

start sites, H3K36me3 levels were higher in gene bodies, and

the amplitudes of both marks reflected gene expression levels

(Figures S1A and S1B). At each stage, between 16,171 and

19,557 H3K4me3 peaks were identified (Figure 1A and Table

S2), most of which were present in all three stages (Figure S1C).

We also applied 3P-Seq to poly(A)-selected RNA from the same

three stages and identified 66,895 poly(A) sites (Figure 1B and

Table S1 and Table S2).

Although the majority of H3K4me3 peaks and poly(A) sites

could be assigned to known genes, a significant fraction

occurred in regions without transcript annotation (Figures 1A

and 1B). Poly(A) sites that could not be assigned to protein-

coding or microRNA genes were used as seeds for identification

of lincRNAs (Figure 1C), because sites identified by 3P-Seq

unambiguously determine the strand of the transcript and one

of its termini, which substantially constrained the subsequent
1538 Cell 147, 1537–1550, December 23, 2011 ª2011 Elsevier Inc.
search space. For each of these poly(A) sites, the closest

upstream H3K4me3 peaks were identified, and putative lincRNA

domains were defined as regions spanning from an H3K4me3

peak to a poly(A) site. After filtering out domains overlapping

exons of protein-coding genes or small RNAs in the sense

orientation, or coding exons in the antisense orientation, the

remaining domains were significantly enriched for H3K36me3,

indicating that they were enriched in bona fide transcriptional

units (Figure S1D). Using publicly available RNA-Seq data

(SRA accession ERP000016) and cDNAs and ESTs deposited

in GenBank, transcript models of long RNA molecules were

generated, which were then extensively filtered to exclude those

with predicted coding potential or insufficient transcription from

the predicted strand. This procedure yielded 567 lincRNA gene

annotations giving rise to 691 isoforms (Table S2). Of those, 27

genes (4.8%) were contained within introns of protein-coding

genes (14 in the sense and 13 the antisense orientation). Hand

curation of a subset of the 567 genes confirmed the specificity

of our pipeline, uncovering only a few false-positives resulting

from either gaps in the genome assembly or short unannotated

coding regions (Table S2). As in mammals (Guttman et al.,

2009; Khalil et al., 2009), lincRNA genes were assigned provi-

sional names based on the closest annotated protein-coding

gene (Table S2), except for cases in which vertebrate synteny

that involved another nearby gene suggested a more suitable

name (e.g., linc-plcb2).

For comparison to the zebrafish lincRNAs, we filtered human

and mouse lincRNA annotations to remove those overlapping

protein-coding genes, pseudogenes or small ncRNA genes,

such as microRNA genes (Table S3). Despite this filtering, our

curated sets of mammalian lincRNA genes, numbering 2,458 in

human and 3,345 in mouse, were larger than our set of zebrafish

lincRNA genes, in part because our pipeline for lincRNA

discovery was more stringent than those used previously (Pon-

javic et al., 2007; Guttman et al., 2009, 2010; Jia et al., 2010;

Orom et al., 2010), in that it required independent experimental

evidence for transcriptional initiation, elongation and termination

at each locus. In analyzing whole animals our analysis also might

have missed many lincRNAs with very restricted expression

patterns.

Genomics of Zebrafish lincRNAs
Our set of zebrafish lincRNAs shared many characteristics with

mammalian lincRNAs. Most (61.7%) were spliced. They aver-

aged 1,951 nt spanning an average of 2.3 exons, were more

A/U-rich than coding sequences and 50UTRs, but less so than

30UTRs, and resembled 50UTRs in prevalence of short homopol-

ymers (Figures S1E–S1H). lincRNAs from zebrafish, mouse and

human are more likely than protein-coding genes to overlap

with repetitive elements, but compared with mammalian

lincRNAs, a smaller portion of zebrafish lincRNA sequence was

repetitive (Figure S1I).

Mammalian lincRNAgenes tend to bewithin < 10 kb of protein-

coding genes (Bertone et al., 2004; Ponjavic et al., 2007; Jia et al.,

2010). Although zebrafish lincRNA genes also tended to reside

near protein-coding genes (empirical p < 0.001 compared to

random intergenic regions; Figure S1J), the distances between

lincRNA genes and the closest protein-coding genes were
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Figure 1. Identification of Zebrafish lincRNA Genes

(A) Positions of H3K4me3 peaks from 24-hpf embryos with respect to annotations of known protein-coding genes and genes of small ncRNAs (<200 nt) annotated

in Ensembl or RefSeq.

(B) Positions of poly(A) sites with respect to annotated protein-coding and small ncRNA genes.

(C) Pipeline for identification of lincRNAs. See text and extended experimental procedures for description.

See also Figure S1 and Table S2.
similar to the distances between adjacent protein-coding genes

(Figure S1J). The closest neighboring protein-coding gene was

most likely to appear in a divergent orientation with respect to

the lincRNA (Figure S1K).

Mammalian lincRNAs have also been reported to be enriched

near genes encoding transcription factors and genes involved in

nervous system development (Mercer et al., 2008; Guttman

et al., 2009; Ponjavic et al., 2009), although these trends are

potentially confounded by larger intergenic regions surrounding

these genes (Taher and Ovcharenko, 2009). We tested for GO

enrichments in the set of protein-coding genes flanking zebrafish

lincRNA loci (Figure S1L). The closest neighbors of zebrafish
C

lincRNAs were significantly more likely to function in transcrip-

tion-related processes (2.85-fold enrichment, hypergeometric

test false-discovery rate [FDR] < 0.05), an enrichment that could

not be explained by the larger intergenic regions flanking those

genes (empirical p < 0.001). Enrichment for developmental

genes was not significant after correction for multiple hypothesis

testing or for the sizes of the intergenic regions, with similar

trends observed in mouse and human (Figure S1L).

Tissue-Specific Expression of Zebrafish lincRNAs
We selected a subset of lincRNAs with relatively high expres-

sion or conservation and determined their spatial-temporal
ell 147, 1537–1550, December 23, 2011 ª2011 Elsevier Inc. 1539
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Figure 2. Expression of Zebrafish lincRNAs

(A) Whole-mount in situ hybridizations of selected

lincRNAs. Control experiments using sense probes for

selected lincRNAs were also performed (Figure S2).

(B) Expression levels of lincRNA and protein-coding

genes evaluated using RNA-Seq results from ten stages/

tissues. Plots indicate the median, quartiles, and 10th and

90th percentiles. RPKM is reads per kilobase per million

reads.

(C) Correlations between levels of neighboring transcripts.

For each gene, the Spearman correlation between its

expression profile (across ten stages/tissues) and that of

the closest protein-coding gene was determined, and the

average is plotted for the lincRNA and coding genes. Error

bars are 95% confidence intervals based on 1,000

random shuffles of lincRNA positions.

See also Figure S2 and Table S4.
expression by in situ hybridization at two developmental

stages in zebrafish embryos (Table S4). Most tested lincRNAs

were expressed in a highly tissue-specific manner (Figure 2A

and Figure S2), predominantly in different parts of the central

nervous system, although some were expressed in nonneural

tissues and cell types, such as the pronephros (linc-cldn7a)

and notochord (linc-trpc7). Although our pipeline was expected

to miss lincRNAs expressed in very few cells (because their

ChIP-Seq signal from entire embryos might not have exceeded

background), it did identify many lincRNAs with tissue-specific

expression, suggesting diverse and specific roles for these

noncoding RNAs.

We used RNA-Seq data from ten developmental stages

and tissues (SRA study ERP000016) to characterize lincRNA

expression across zebrafish development. Akin to mammalian

lincRNAs (Ponjavic et al., 2009; Guttman et al., 2010), expression

levels of zebrafish lincRNAs were generally lower than those of

protein-coding genes (Kolmogorov-Smirnov test, p < 10�15; Fig-

ure 2B). Across the ten developmental stages/tissues, expres-

sion of lincRNAs tended to correlate with that of their nearest

protein-coding neighbors (average Spearman correlation r2 =

0.14, p < 0.001). Correlation of a similar magnitudewas observed

for adjacent protein-coding genes (r2 = 0.136, which dropped to

r2 = 0.121 after excluding homologous pairs). The correlation

between lincRNAs and their neighbors was significantly high

for divergent and tandem orientations, but not for pairs in

convergent orientation (Figure 2C). Thus, based on expression

similarity and relative distances, lincRNAs and their adjacent

protein-coding genes are no more likely to share the same

primary transcript than two adjacent protein-coding genes.

Instead, the significant coexpression and proximity between

lincRNAs and their adjacent protein-coding genes presumably

stems from common cis-regulatory modules (especially in the

case of divergent transcripts) or shared chromatin domains.

Our lincRNA discovery was performed in late embryonic

stages (24 hpf and 72 hpf), but 270 lincRNAs were also ex-

pressed (RPKM > 1) during early development [oocyte to
1540 Cell 147, 1537–1550, December 23, 2011 ª2011 Elsevier Inc.
5.5 hpf, using data from Aanes et al. (2011)],

including 43 with transcripts upregulated

more than 4-fold in the poly(A)+ fraction during
the transition from the 1-cell to the 16- or 32-cell stage.

As transcription is not thought to occur during these stages

(Aanes et al., 2011), our results suggest that some lincRNAs

undergo cytoplasmic polyadenylation.

More Positional Conservation than Sequence
Conservation across Vertebrates
To examine the sequence conservation of lincRNAs, we used

the phastCons scores (Siepel et al., 2005) calculated from the

UCSC 8-way vertebrate genome alignment seeded with the

zebrafish genome (Blanchette et al., 2004). By this measure,

lincRNA exons were less well conserved than mRNA coding

regions or UTRs but better conserved than introns and random

size-matched intergenic regions (control exons) (Figure 3A).

This intermediate conservation trend resembled that observed

in whole-genome alignments for mammalian lincRNAs for which

the observation of conservation above background has provided

a main argument for lincRNA functionality (Guttman et al., 2009,

2010; Khalil et al., 2009; Marques and Ponting, 2009; Orom

et al., 2010; Ponjavic et al. 2007). Our annotation of zebrafish

lincRNAs provided the impetus to take the analyses a step

further to look not just at raw conservation but also at the anno-

tations of the homologous regions.

Of the annotated mouse and human lincRNAs, only 250

and 420 (9.0% and 16.1%), respectively, were aligned to any

zebrafish sequence in the whole-genome alignments. Of those,

only seven mouse and nine human lincRNAs mapped to zebra-

fish lincRNAs identified in this study (Table S2). In contrast,

100 mouse and 286 human lincRNAs mapped to at least one

zebrafish coding exon. Thus, about half of mammalian lincRNA

genes with recognizable sequence homology in the zebrafish

genome are either misannotated protein-coding loci or actual

lincRNA genes that derived from ancestral protein-coding

genes.

An analogous picture emerged when starting from the zebra-

fish lincRNAs using the 8-genome alignment to the zebrafish

genome (Figure 3B): 188 (33.2%) distinct zebrafish lincRNAs
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Figure 3. lincRNA Conservation in Vertebrates

(A) Conservation levels of lincRNA and protein-coding introns and exons, computed using phastCons (Siepel et al., 2005) applied to the 8-way whole-genome

alignment. For each lincRNA locus, a computational control was generated by random sampling of a length-matched region from intergenic space of the same

chromosome. Within this control region, exons were assigned to the same relative positions as in the authentic lincRNA locus (control exons).

(B) Annotation of human ormouse genomic regions aligned to 188 zebrafish lincRNA genes in the 8-waywhole-genome alignment. Regions alignedwith zebrafish

lincRNAs were tested for overlap with (1) lincRNAs (Table S3), (2) protein-coding sequence, (3) 50UTR or 30UTR, (4) introns, or (5) GenBank mRNAs (unannotated

cDNAs), in this order, and assigned to the first category for which overlap was observed.

(C) Conserved orientation of protein-coding genes with adjacent lincRNAs. Orthologous protein-coding genes adjacent to zebrafish and mammalian lincRNAs

were identified, and the corresponding lincRNAs were considered to have conserved positions, regardless of their sequence conservation. Plotted is the number

of those with orientations conserved with respect to their anchoring proteins. The 95% confidence intervals were estimated using 200 cohorts of computational

controls, generated as in (A).

(D) linc-tmem106a and its positionally conserved lincRNAs in the human and mouse genomes. The number of 3P tags mapping to the plus and minus strands are

indicated (red and blue, respectively).

See also Table S3.
were aligned to human or mouse genomes (compared to 76.5%

of protein-coding genes), and of these, 20 mapped to exons of

mouse or human lincRNAs, which was a small but significantly

enriched fraction (Figure 3B; empirical p < 0.005when compared

to random intergenic regions). Another six of the 188 mapped to

introns of a mammalian lincRNAs (Figure 3B), and for four of

those six, further inspection revealed evidence for mapping to

unannotated exons of the respective mammalian lincRNAs. An

additional 14 were aligned to sequences overlapping GenBank

cDNAs, indicating that they might correspond to lincRNAs

that were not yet annotated in mammalian genomes. Another

47 (25% of the lincRNAs with recognizable mammalian

homology) were aligned to the transcribed strand of protein-

coding exons in human or mouse. Overall, 55% of zebrafish
C

lincRNAs that were aligned to human or mouse in the 8-way

alignment mapped to annotated transcribed units in those

genomes (Figure 3B), compared to 14% for random regions

(empirical p < 0.005).

Direct comparison of mammalian and zebrafish lincRNAs

using BLASTN found another three zebrafish lincRNAs with

annotated mammalian orthologs, bringing the total to 29, with

90% of these cases supported by synteny extending to at least

one protein-coding neighbor (Table S2). Although in most cases

the mammalian ortholog was annotated as a lincRNA in only one

of the two mammals, further inspection usually indicated that

similar transcribed loci were present in both mammals. For

these 29 lincRNAs, detectable homology with the proposed

mammalian orthologs spanned a small portion of the transcript,
ell 147, 1537–1550, December 23, 2011 ª2011 Elsevier Inc. 1541



averaging 308 nt (range 31–1,206 nt) and was typically restricted

to a single exon. For nine of the 11 cases in which both the

zebrafish lincRNA and its mammalian ortholog were spliced,

the relative position of the exon with the conserved region was

also conserved.

The zebrafish and mammalian genomes were extensively

rearranged during > 400 million years of independent evolution,

which included a whole-genome duplication in the teleost fish

lineage (Hoegg et al., 2004; Jaillon et al., 2004; Semon and

Wolfe, 2007). As a result, only 14.7% of protein-coding gene

pairs that both have mouse orthologs and are adjacent in the

zebrafish genome also have adjacent orthologs in the mouse

genome. Despite this extensive rearrangement, we found that

adjacency to a lincRNA (limited to distance % 100 kb) was

conserved: Out of the 935 protein-coding genes flanking

lincRNAs in zebrafish and conserved in human or mouse, 317

had an ortholog adjacent to a lincRNA annotated in either the

human or the mouse genome (hypergeometric p = 0.0028). Of

the lincRNAs adjacent to those 317 genes, 113 had conserved

orientation with respect to at least one conserved protein-coding

neighbor (empirical p < 0.005, Figure 3C). The synteny blocks

around these lincRNAs contained 2.7 protein-coding genes on

average, and were larger than those around random intergenic

regions (empirical p = 0.046). In most of these cases, including

linc-tmem106a (Figure 3D), sequence similarity between the

zebrafish lincRNA and its syntenic mammalian counterpart

was not detected, and the number of lincRNAs with conserved

position and orientation was significant even when we excluded

the 29 lincRNAs with detected sequence conservation (p =

0.01), which suggested that some lincRNAs have conserved

functional features, such as secondary structure or genomic

position, that were retained without detectable primary-

sequence conservation.

lincRNA cyrano Is Required for Proper Embryonic
Development
To investigate the roles of lincRNAs during development, we

analyzed the effects of lincRNA loss of function in zebrafish

embryos using morpholino antisense oligos (MOs). One strategy

was to inject MOs designed to target lincRNA splice sites in an

attempt to disrupt maturation. The other strategy was to inject

MOs designed to target highly conserved sites presumed to be

important for interactions with other cellular factors. This

approach follows successful use of MOs for blocking specific

sites in mRNAs (Heasman et al., 2000; Draper et al., 2001;

Choi et al., 2007), and an analogous approach using locked nu-

cleic acid (LNA) antisense oligonucleotides to disrupt Xist

lincRNA function in cultured mammalian cells (Sarma et al.,

2010).

For functional studies, we selected two lincRNAs based on

their tissue-specific expression and synteny with mammalian

lincRNAs. One was a 4.5 kb transcript with three exons conver-

gent with oip5 (Figure 4A and Figure S3A). Although none of the

lincRNA locus was aligned between mammals and zebrafish in

any of the whole-genome alignments examined, our BLASTN

search identified a conserved 67 nt match with human and

mouse lincRNAs (Figure 4A and Figures S3B–S3D). Both human

and mouse orthologs shared a similar gene structure (two to
1542 Cell 147, 1537–1550, December 23, 2011 ª2011 Elsevier Inc.
three short exons followed by a long terminal exon of 4–8 kb,

Figure 4A) and were part of a synteny block containing not only

the oip5 ortholog but also orthologs of three other zebrafish

protein-coding genes (nusap1, ndufaf1, and rtf1). Ribosome

profiling in HeLa cells (Guo et al., 2010), which express the

human homolog (LOC729082), showed that it was not trans-

lated. The PhastCons plot from the UCSC whole-genome align-

ments to human (which did not include alignment to any fish

genomes) showed several conserved regions within the terminal

exon, including a �300 nt region highly conserved among the

tetrapods (Figure 4A). Within this region was the segment

conserved to fish, which was identified in our BLASTN search

(Figure S3D). This segment included a 26 nt site in which all

but one nucleotide was perfectly conserved in all 52 homologous

segments that we recovered from genomic sequences and ESTs

of 52 vertebrate species (Figures 4A).

In zebrafish embryos, this lincRNA is expressed in the nervous

system and notochord (Figure 5A and Figure S4A). To charac-

terize its role during development, MOs targeting either the first

exon-intron splice junction or the most conserved site were

injected at the one-cell stage (Figure 5B and Table S6). RNA-

blot, qRT-PCR and in situ hybridization analyses showed that

the splice-site MO reduced transcript accumulation, whereas

targeting the conserved site did not affect either transcript

levels or size (Figure 5C and Figures S4B and S4C). Embryos

injected with either splice- or conserved-site MOs exhibited

similar developmental defects. These morphants had small

heads and eyes, and short, curly tails, perhaps because of the

reduced levels of this lincRNA in the notochord (Figure 5D).

They also had defects in neural tube opening (Figure 5E), loss

of NeuroD-positive neurons in the retina and tectum, and

enlarged nasal placodes, as visualized by GFP expression under

the control of the neurod promoter (Figure 5F and Figure S4D).

Embryos injected with either a conserved-site MO with five

mismatches (control MO1) or an MO complementary to a non-

conserved region (control MO2) lacked morphant phenotypes

(Figures 5D–5F and Figure S4D). Because of the prominent

nose phenotype in these morphants, we named this lincRNA

cyrano (designating the gene as cyrano).

As an additional control for specificity, we tested whether

the observed developmental defects could be rescued by

coinjection of spliced RNA, which would not be affected by

the splice-site MO (Bill et al., 2009). Coinjection of the splice-

site MO with spliced cyrano RNA reduced the fraction of

embryos showing morphant phenotypes by over 40% com-

pared to embryos injected either with only the splice-site MO

or with the splice-site MO and RFP mRNA (Figure 5G and

Figure S4E).

Encouraged by the rescue experiment showing the function of

mature zebrafish cyrano RNA during embryonic development,

we tested whether the mammalian orthologs might also function

in zebrafish. Remarkably, over 60% and over 35% of embryos

injected with splice-site MO were rescued by coinjection of

the mature mouse or human RNAs, respectively (Figure 5G).

Rescued embryos had normal neural tube openings, restored

neurogenesis, and normal sized brain, eyes, and nasal placodes

(Figures 5D–5F and Figure S4D). To further investigate the

functional importance of the conserved site, we introduced
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Figure 4. lincRNAs with Short Conserved Segments

(A) Genomic context and sequence conservation of the linc-oip5 (cyrano) lincRNA gene. Gray boxes include the deeply conserved region. The conservation plot is

relative to the human locus, and is based on aligned regions of 37 genomes, which do not include any fish genomes, as those do not contain any regions that are

aligned with this human locus in the whole-genome alignments. The top consensus logo highlights the RNA sequence of the most conserved segment, which we

identified in 45 vertebrate genomes, including fish genomes. Shown are the 67 aligned positions present in zebrafish, with a score of 2 bits indicating residues

perfectly conserved in all 45 genomes. The bottom consensus logo shows conservation of vertebrate miR-7 sequences annotated in miRBase 18, with vertical

lines indicating Watson–Crick base pairs.

(B) Genomic context and sequence conservation of the linc-birc6 (megamind) lincRNA gene. As in (A), except the region is aligned to fish genomes in the whole-

genome alignments, and the consensus logo is for the RNA sequence inferred from 75 sequences from 47 vertebrate genomes. An alternative isoform of the

zebrafish RNA retains the first intron (Figure S3E).

See also Figure S3.
point substitutions (Figure 5H) and tested the potency of the

mutated RNAs in rescuing themorphants. The rescuing potential

of the mutated RNAs was diminished (cyrano_mut_a and

cyrano_mut_b) or abolished (cyrano_mut_a+b) compared to

that of the wild-type (Figure 5G). Sufficiency for rescue was

tested using two different constructs. One was a short RNA

containing the 67 nt conserved segment and 32 flanking bases

and the other was a long hybrid RNA in which this 99 nt segment

replaced the conserved region of an unrelated lincRNA, linc-

birc6 (hybrid 1, Figure 5I). In both cases, coinjection of these

in vitro transcribed, capped and polyadenylated RNAs with the

splice-site MO did not rescue the morphant phenotype, which

indicated that the conserved segment was not sufficient for
C

cyrano function (Figure 5G). Taken together, our results show

that cyrano, acting in part through its conserved site, plays an

important role during embryogenesis, and that the mammalian

orthologs retain this function.

After completing these functional studies, we recognized

that the conserved site of cyrano pairs perfectly to the all but

two central nucleotides of the miR-7 microRNA and that this

extensive pairing is conserved in all vertebrates examined (Fig-

ure 4A). Experiments are underway to determine the reason

that this pairing has been conserved. Possibilities include: (1)

miR-7 regulates cyrano, (2) cyrano regulates miR-7, and (3)

cyrano and miR-7 collaborate in a downstream function.

Although we suspect that association with miR-7 confers some
ell 147, 1537–1550, December 23, 2011 ª2011 Elsevier Inc. 1543
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Figure 5. The Importance of linc-oip5 for Proper Embryonic Development

(A) In situ hybridization showing cyrano expression in the CNS and notochord of zebrafish embryos at 72 hpf.

(B) Gene architecture of cyrano, showing the hybridization sites of the RNA-blot probe and MOs (red boxes).

(C) RNA blot monitoring cyrano accumulation in wild-type embryos (48 hpf) that had been injected with the indicated MOs. To control for loading, the blot was

reprobed for b-actin mRNA.

(D) Embryos at 48 hpf that had been either injected with the indicated MO or coinjected with the splice-site MO and mature mouse cyrano RNA.

(E) Brain ventricles after injection with the indicated reagents, visualized using a red fluorescent dye injected into the ventricle space at 28 hpf.

(F) Embryos at 48 hpf that had been injected with the indicated reagents. NeuroD-positive neurons in the retina and nasal placode were marked with GFP

expressed from the neurod promoter (Obholzer et al., 2008). Near absence of NeuroD-positive neurons in the retina (dotted line) and enlargement of the nasal

placode (arrow) are indicated.

(G) Frequency of morphant phenotypes in injected embryos (Table S5).

(H) Schematic of DNA point substitutions in the cyrano-conserved site.

(I) Architecture of a hybrid transcript containing the cyrano-conserved segment in the context of linc-birc6 (megamind)-flanking sequences.

See also Figure S4 and Table S5.
cyrano destabilization, our observation that disrupting pairing to

miR-7 abrogates cyrano function (Figure 5G) suggests that the

pairing has not been conserved merely for the repression of cy-

rano, thereby disfavoring possibility (1) and favoring possibilities

(2) or (3).
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lincRNA megamind Regulates Brain Morphogenesis
and Eye Development
Another conserved lincRNAwas a 2.4 kb transcript composed of

3 exons (with alternative splicing sometimes skipping the middle

exon) overlapping intronic sequence of the protein-coding gene



birc6 in an antisense orientation (Figure 4B and Figure S3E). The

expression and exon structure of this lincRNA was supported

by both RNA-Seq and EST data. A region of about 340 bp near

the 50-end of the third exon was aligned to mammalian genomes

in the 8-way whole-genome alignment to zebrafish. In fact, this

lincRNA was aligned to two different regions of the human

genome—one overlapping a BIRC6 intron in the antisense orien-

tation (part of a large synteny block containing another five

protein-coding genes) and another overlapping an annotated

lincRNA in a gene desert upstream of BDKRB1/2 (Figure 4B).

Using the zebrafish and human sequences, whole-genome

alignments, and HMMER (http://hmmer.org/), we identified 75

homologous sequences in 47 vertebrate species, appearing in

three distinct contexts: (1) in introns of birc6 homologs, (2) in

gene deserts upstream of bdkrb1/2 homologs, and (3) near

hhipl1 homologs (found only in fish genomes). In zebrafish,

homologs with evidence of transcription were found at all three

loci (Figures S3E–S3G), although only one of the two additional

loci could be detected using BLASTN. In genomes with sufficient

data, the homologous transcripts contained two exons (with

an alternative cassette exon present in some species) and

a broadly conserved region appearing in the 50 end of the last

exon. The core segment of this region spanned 93 nt and was

depleted of both insertions and deletions. Forty positions in

this segment had over 90% sequence identity across the 75

homologs, and 19 bases were perfectly conserved (Figure 4B

and Figure S3H). Interestingly, 15 of the conserved positions

were Ts that occurred with perfect 3 nt periodicity.

Of the three homologous transcripts in zebrafish, the lincRNA

at the birc6 locus, which in embryos was expressed about

12-fold higher than the others, was selected for experimental

interrogation. In zebrafish embryos, this lincRNA was expressed

in the eyes and brain (Figure 6A and Figure S5A), consistent with

EST evidence indicating brain expression of its mammalian

homologs. We perturbed this lincRNA using MOs targeting

either two splice sites or the conserved segment (Figure 6B

and Table S6). Splice-site morpholinos reduced the lincRNA

accumulation (Figure 6C and Figures S5B and S5C). Injections

of the splice-site MOs and the conserved-site MO resulted in

embryos with indistinguishable brain and eye defects (Figures

6D–6F), as did injection of the two splice-site MOs individually.

Morphants had defects in brain-ventricle morphology 28 hpf,

including an unusual expansion of the midbrain ventricle, loss

of the midbrain hingepoint, and contraction of the forebrain

ventricle (Figure 6D). By 48 hpf, the morphants had smaller

heads and eyes, enlarged brain ventricles (a hydrocephalic

phenotype), and loss of NeuroD-positive neurons in the retina

and tectum (Figures 6E and 6F). Embryos injected with MOs

complementary to the conserved site with five mismatches

(control MO1) or to a nonconserved region of the lincRNA

(control MO2) did not show any mutant phenotypes (Figures

6D–6F). Based on the head shape, we named this lincRNA

megamind.

To test for rescue and function of the orthologous lincRNAs,

we coinjected splice-site MOs with in vitro transcribed zebrafish

megamind, or the orthologous mouse or human lincRNAs.

Mature megamind RNA from each of the three species rescued

the morphant phenotypes, despite the limited overall sequence
C

conservation (Figures 6D–6G). Embryos coinjected with the

splice-site MO and RFP mRNA control showed no improvement

(Figure 6G and Figure S5D).

Although the inferred polypeptide of the most plausible open

reading frame was poorly conserved and only 49 amino acids

long, the conserved 3 nt periodicity in much of this region of

megamind, essentially without insertions or deletions, suggested

the possibility of a coding region. To test this possibility, we intro-

duced either a stop codon to disrupt the most plausible frame or

a frameshift-inducing single-nucleotide deletion at the beginning

of the highly conserved segment (Figure 6H). Coinjecting the

splice-site MO with these mutated lincRNAs (megamind_stop

and megamind_frameshift) rescued as well as coinjecting the

wild-type RNA (Figure 6G), confirming that the conserved

segment is very unlikely to act as part of a coding sequence. To

test its functional importance, the conserved segment was

mutated (Figure 6H). Point substitutions at six conserved nucleo-

tides slightly reduced rescue (megamind_mut_a), and combining

these with three point substitutions that had no detectable effect

on their own (megamind_mut_b) completely abolished rescue

(megamind_mut_a+b), thereby indicating that an intact con-

served segment is required for megamind function (Figures 6G

and 6H). The conserved segment was not sufficient on its

own for function, as splice-site morphants were not rescued by

coinjection of either a short RNA containing only the 93 nt

conserved segment or a hybrid RNA (hybrid 2, Figure 6I) in which

the megamind-conserved segment replaced with that of cyrano

(Figures 6G).

DISCUSSION

Origins and Evolution of Vertebrate lincRNAs
Our mapping of lincRNAs in a nonmammalian vertebrate

genome indicates that such genomes encode hundreds of

lincRNAs, of which only a few can be traced to potential

mammalian homologs. In those cases, the homology spanned

a small portion of the transcript, typically restricted to a single

exon. Similar short regions of conservation nested in rapidly

evolving sequence have been described for lincRNAs con-

served only within mammals (Guttman et al., 2010; He et al.,

2011). For both cyrano and megamind, the conserved regions

were not extensively complementary to other conserved regions

in the genome and did not show enrichment for known binding

motifs of RNA-binding factors (data not shown), apart from the

microRNA complementarity noted for cyrano. In addition to

a short region of sequence conservation, cyrano andmegamind

also preserve genomic architecture, with respect to the sizes

and arrangement of exons. Similar patterns were observed in

several other conserved lincRNAs, one of which was MALAT1,

a lincRNA characterized in mammalian cells (Tripathi et al.,

2010), an ortholog of which we identified in zebrafish (malat1,

Figure 7A). Sequence similarity between zebrafish and mamma-

lian MALAT1 is restricted to the 30 end, likely due to a conserved

mechanism for 30 end formation (Wilusz et al., 2008). Despite

this limited sequence conservation, the length of MALAT1

(�7 kb) along with the lack of any efficiently spliced introns ap-

peared to be roughly fixed in all vertebrates. These observations

suggest that conserved functionality of some lincRNAs requires
ell 147, 1537–1550, December 23, 2011 ª2011 Elsevier Inc. 1545
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Figure 6. The Importance of linc-birc6 for Proper Brain Development

(A) In situ hybridization showing megamind expression in the brain and eyes of zebrafish embryos at 28 hpf.

(B) Gene architecture of megamind, showing the hybridization sites of the MOs (red boxes) and RT-PCR primers (arrows).

(C) Semiquantitative RT-PCR of mature megamind in embryos at 72 hpf that had been injected with the indicated MOs. b-actin mRNA was used as a control.

(D) Brain ventricles after injection with either the indicated MOs or coinjected with the splice-site MO and mature mouse megamind RNA, visualized using a red

fluorescent dye injected into the ventricle space at 28 hpf. An expanded midbrain ventricle (arrow) and abnormal hindbrain hinge point (asterisk) are indicated.

(E) Embryos at 48 hpf that had been injected with the indicated reagents. Abnormal head shape and enlarged brain ventricles are indicated (arrow).

(F) Embryos at 48 hpf that had been injected with the indicated reagents. NeuroD-positive neurons in the retina and nasal placode were marked with GFP ex-

pressed from the neurod promoter (Obholzer et al., 2008). Near absence of NeuroD-positive neurons in the retina and tectum (arrows) is indicated.

(G) Frequency of morphant phenotypes in injected embryos (Table S5).

(H) Schematic of DNA point substitutions in the megamind-conserved segment.

(I) Architecture of a hybrid transcript containing the megamind-conserved segment in the context of cyrano-flanking sequences.

See also Figure S5 and Table S5.
relatively small amount of specific sequence, supported by long

flanking regions deprived of deeply conserved sequence

elements.

Although we found mammalian orthologs for only 29 (5.1%) of

the zebrafish lincRNA genes, analysis of synteny suggested that
1546 Cell 147, 1537–1550, December 23, 2011 ª2011 Elsevier Inc.
a greater fraction might have orthologous function. Perhaps

additional lincRNA sequence constraints are present but not

detectable above background when carrying out whole-genome

alignments or BLASTN comparisons. We used a relatively

nonstringent BLASTN E-value threshold of 10�5. Reducing the



A

B

Figure 7. lincRNA Conservation Patterns

(A) The humanMALAT1 locus and the orthologous locus in zebrafish. Protein-coding genes are in green and lincRNA genes are in blue. Arrows indicate direction

of transcription, black triangles indicate canonical poly(A) sites and white triangles indicate 30 termini obtained by RNase P cleavage (Wilusz et al., 2008). The

conservation plot is relative to the zebrafish locus and based on the 8-genome alignment.

(B) The zebrafish linc-epb4.1l4 gene showing homology to the 30UTR of an mRNA expressed in human, mouse, chicken and other amniotes. Gray boxes indicate

two deeply conserved regions. The repeats track indicates all the repetitive elements predicted by RepeatMasker, taken from the UCSC genome browser. The

conservation plot is as in (A).
stringency even further to a threshold of 10�4 recovered another

nine zebrafish-mammal lincRNAs pairs, but none of these

had conserved synteny, suggesting that such pairs with less

significant sequence similarity were less likely to be truly orthol-

ogous. Regardless of whether undetectable homology exists,

lincRNA genes clearly evolve more rapidly than do those of

mRNAs, and they appear to be more rapidly gained and lost

during evolution. Indeed, some lincRNAs identified here and

elsewhere might be transcribed from newly emergent genes

that have not yet acquired a biological function and might be

lost before they do acquire one.

New lincRNAs can emerge from one of three mechanisms:

(1) de novo formation from previously untranscribed genomic

sequence, (2) duplication of another lincRNA, or (3) transforma-

tion of a protein-coding gene. Model (1) appears to have been

the most frequent. A small portion (6.7%) of zebrafish lincRNAs

showed similarity to another zebrafish lincRNA (compared to

44.2% of protein-coding genes showing similarity to another

protein-coding gene within the genome). Although this compar-
C

ison is confounded by weaker sequence constraints leading

to rapid loss of recognizable sequence similarity following

duplication, it provides little evidence for high prevalence of

model (2). In addition, 47 zebrafish lincRNAs (8.6%) showed

significant sequence similarity to zebrafish protein-coding

genes, and as mentioned above, about a quarter of zebrafish

lincRNAs that were aligned to mammals mapped to mamma-

lian protein-coding exons and about half of the mammalian

lincRNAs that were aligned to fish mapped to coding exons.

Although some of these might be mRNAs misannotated as

lincRNAs, many are probably authentic lincRNAs, as indicated

by the lack of long open reading frames or sequences pre-

dicted to encode conserved polypeptides. These findings

suggest that some lincRNAs originated from genes that

formerly coded for proteins (model 3), as has been proposed

for XIST, a well-characterized lincRNA, which functions in X

chromosome inactivation (Duret et al., 2006). We note that

the conservation observed for these lincRNAs might arise

from purifying selection in only the lineages of their mRNA
ell 147, 1537–1550, December 23, 2011 ª2011 Elsevier Inc. 1547



cousins and not speak to lincRNA function, thereby illustrating

a caveat of implying biological function from sequence

conservation.

In model (3), a functional lincRNA might arise from a pseudo-

gene, which has already lost its protein-coding function, or

lincRNA function might emerge while the transcript still codes

for a functional protein, with subsequent evolutionary loss of

the protein-coding function (sometimes after gene duplication

and subfunctionalization) to produce a new lincRNA. This

second scenario raises the possibility that some mRNAs might

currently carry out important noncoding functions, thereby

significantly contributing to the number of transcripts with

conserved lincRNA-like functions. The same mature transcript

carrying out both types of functions would extend the paradigm

represented by the SRA1 gene, in which different transcript

isoforms from the same gene carry out either coding or noncod-

ing functions (Chooniedass-Kothari et al., 2004; Hube et al.,

2006). Although moonlighting mRNAs are difficult to distinguish

from normal mRNAs, our annotation of zebrafish lincRNAs

enabled identification of bifunctional transcripts that emerged

from the reciprocal evolutionary scenario, i.e., the acquisition

of protein-coding potential by a lincRNA. For example, a highly

expressed, brain-enriched lincRNA in zebrafish (linc-epb4.1l4)

showed synteny and sequence conservation with the 30UTR of

a gene encoding neuronal protein 3.1 (P311) in human and

mouse (Figure 2A and Figure 7B). Although P311 is only 68

amino acids long, its translation was supported by ribosome

footprinting in HeLa cells (Guo et al., 2010). However, despite

the clear presence of a homologous transcript in bony and

cartilaginous fish, no protein homologs of P311 were detected

more basal to tetrapods, and only the 30UTR of P311 was highly

conserved throughout vertebrate genomes. These results

suggest that the transcript originally was a lincRNA that per-

formed a function that might still be retained throughout extant

vertebrates and began moonlighting as a coding transcript in

tetrapods.

A System for Studying lincRNA Functions
In addition to providing insights into lincRNA origins and evolu-

tion, the identification of lincRNAs in zebrafish unlocks the

toolbox of zebrafish molecular genetics for the study of lincRNA

function.With the exceptions of studies of Xist and its associated

transcripts (Payer and Lee, 2008), and more recent work done

with Neat1 (Nakagawa et al., 2011), lincRNA functions have

been studied exclusively in cell lines. Moreover, for the vast

majority of lincRNAs, biological functions remain unknown, as

do answers to some basic questions: Do any lincRNAs employ

common mechanisms of action? Do they function mostly in cis

or in trans? For how many does the RNA itself have any impor-

tance over the mere act of its transcription? Finding answers

to these questions has been hampered by a lack of a model

system amenable to quick genetic manipulations and in which

phenotypes can be scored on an organismal level. Using

zebrafish, we identified biological functions of two lincRNAs in

vertebrate development and began to unravel their sequence-

function relationships, as well as the functional equivalence of

lincRNAs from different species. We anticipate that this system

and approach can be used to rapidly reveal biological functions
1548 Cell 147, 1537–1550, December 23, 2011 ª2011 Elsevier Inc.
of other lincRNAs and to identify additional lincRNAs with

conserved roles across vertebrates, which can be prioritized

for functional studies in mammals.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

High-Throughput Datasets

Zebrafish were maintained and staged using standard procedures (Kimmel

et al., 1995). ChIP-Seq, 3P-Seq and RNA-Seq were performed as described

(Guenther et al., 2008; Guo et al., 2010; Jan et al., 2011), and reads were

mapped to the genome using Bowtie (Langmead et al., 2009). H3K4me3

enrichment peaks meeting FDR < 0.1 were determined using MACS (Zhang

et al., 2008). Raw 3P-Seq data was processed as described (Jan et al.,

2011). Additional RNA-Seq reads were obtained from SRA (accession

ERP000016), and processed using TopHat (Trapnell et al., 2009) and Cufflinks

(Trapnell et al., 2010). For additional details, see Extended Experimental

Procedures.

Identification of Zebrafish lincRNAs

Our lincRNAprediction pipeline (Figure 1C) is explained in the Extended Exper-

imental Procedures.

Human and Mouse lincRNA Collections

Sets of 2,458 human and 3,345 mouse lincRNAs (Table S3) were obtained by

combining long (>200 bp) noncoding transcripts from Ensembl, RefSeq,

UCSC genes and Guttman et al. (2010) and filtering for overlap with protein-

coding genes, coding transcripts from other species mapped to the human

genome in the UCSC genome browser, pseudogenes and ‘‘other RNAs’’

annotated in Ensembl. For additional details, see Extended Experimental

Procedures.

Control Regions for lincRNA Genes

For each lincRNA locus, a computational control was generated by random

sampling of a length-matched region from intergenic space of the same

chromosome. To estimate confidence intervals, 200–1000 cohorts of compu-

tational controls were used.

ACCESSION NUMBERS

ChIP-Seq, 3P-Seq and RNA-Seq sequencing data have been deposited into

the Gene Expression Omnibus (GEO, accession number GSE32880).

SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION

Supplemental Information includes Extended Experimental Procedures, seven

tables, and five figures and can be found with this article online at doi:10.1016/

j.cell.2011.11.055.
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Supplemental Information

EXTENDED EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

Data Sources
Zebrafish genome assembly Zv9 was used throughout the study. Only the 25 chromosomes (and not contigs or scaffolds) were used

for lincRNA discovery. Zebrafish Ensembl and RNA-Seq-based gene structures were obtained from Ensembl version 60. RNA-Seq

from ten developmental stages and tissues, and strand-specific RNA-Seq data from six early development stages were obtained

from NCBI SRA database (accessions ERP000016 and SRP003165). Genome alignments of RefSeq transcripts from zebrafish

and other organisms, GenBank mRNAs and ESTs, as well as annotations of repetitive elements, whole-genome alignments and

PhastCons scores were obtained from the UCSC genome browser (July, 2011). Mouse and human orthologs (including putative

orthologs) of zebrafish protein-coding genes were obtained from Ensembl.

ChIP-Seq
Zebrafishweremaintained and staged using standard procedures (Kimmel et al., 1995). Anesthetized 24 hpf and 72 hpf decorioneted

embryos were washed three times in PBS (137 mM NaCl, 2.7 mM KCl, 1.5 mM KH2PO4, 8 mM Na2HP04, [pH 7.4]) and suspended in

PBS containing 1% freshly added formaldehyde. Embryos were transferred to a dounce homogenizer, dounced several times and

incubated at room temperature for 15min. Formaldehyde was quenched by adding 1/20 volume 2.5M glycine. Cells were pelleted at

4003 g for 5 min. The supernatant was removed, and pellets were rinsed twice with PBS, flash frozen in liquid nitrogen and stored at

–80�C. For adult fish, anesthetized fishwere homogenized in the TissueRuptor (QIAGEN), followed by the same crosslinking protocol.

ChIP-Seq was carried out as described (Guenther et al., 2008) using a-H3K4me3 and a-H3K36me3 antibodies (Abcam), and input

DNA was sequenced to assess the FDR. Illumina reads were aligned to the zebrafish genome using Bowtie (Langmead et al., 2009),

allowing for up to one mismatch and carrying forward only reads that mapped to no more than four genomic positions (Table S1).

MACS 1.4 with default parameters (Zhang et al., 2008) was used to identify peaks of H3K4me3 enrichment and to assess the

FDR using sequencing reads from input DNA. Peaks from an FDR cutoff of 0.1 (Table S2) were used in subsequent analyses.

H3K36me3 reads were extended 600 bp downstream and 400 bp upstream prior to analyses.

3P-Seq
Total RNAwas isolated using TRI Reagent (Ambion). The 3P-Seq protocol and themapping of reads to the genomewas as described

(Jan et al., 2011). Only poly(A) sites supported by at least four reads andmultiple distinct tags within 30 bp of each other were consid-

ered. Distinct tags were reads ending at different positions, sequenced in different libraries or with different numbers of untemplated

adenosines. Sites that appeared within 30 bp from each other were grouped into clusters, and within each cluster the poly(A) site

supported by the most 3P tags was carried forward (Table S2).

RNA-Seq
Poly(A)-selected RNAwas amplified using RiboAmpPlus RNAAmplification kit (Applied Biosystems) and strand-specific RNA-Seq of

24- and 72-hpf embryos (Table S1) was performed as described (Guo et al., 2010).

Identification of lincRNA Domains
Poly(A) sites overlapping mRNA introns or exons, and those appearing up to 5 kb downstream of 30UTR ends (annotated in Ensembl

or RefSeq) with connectivity to the annotated transcript supported by RNA-Seq were excluded from the lincRNA discovery pipeline.

The use of our chromatin map and 3P-Seq data to systematically annotate the promoters and poly(A) sites of proten-coding genes

and small-RNA precursors will be described elsewhere. The remaining poly(A) sites, which could not be assigned to transcripts of

known genes, were used as the starting points for lincRNA discovery. These were first filtered to exclude those that mapped to repet-

itive regions (taken from the UCSC genome browser, November 2010, excluding simple repeats). For each remaining poly(A) site, the

three closest upstream H3K4me3 peaks were identified at each stage, restricting the search to the 100 kb region upstream of the

poly(A) site. Only cases in which the H3K4me3 peak began at least 750 bp upstream of the poly(A) site were carried forward. Over-

lapping H3K4me3 peaks from the three stages were merged. The 50 end of the H3K4me3 peak was used as a putative start of the

lincRNA domain and the poly(A) site as its putative end point. To exclude protein-coding genes and precursors of annotated small

RNAs, a collection of known or predicted protein-coding genes and ncRNAs shorter than 200 bp was compiled from both Ensembl

and RefSeq, and from alignments of RefSeq transcripts from other organisms to the zebrafish genome. To this collection we added

gene structures predicted using RNA-Seq (obtained from Ensembl) or mRNAs from GenBank that were predicted to have significant

protein-coding potential (due to a long ORF or significant similarity to an annotated protein-coding gene) using Coding Potential

Calculator (CPC) (Kong et al., 2007). In order to avoid transcripts potentially misclassified as protein-coding, CPC was constrained

to ignore predicted protein-coding structures in RefSeq ‘‘XP’’ accessions. Any transcript with a positive CPC score (‘‘coding’’ and

‘‘weakly coding’’ categories) was classified as an mRNA. lincRNA domains that overlapped the coding sequence of an mRNA, or

overlapped on the sense strand any exon of an mRNA, were excluded from further consideration. To avoid discarding lincRNAs

that share promoters with protein-coding genes, only regions spanning the 30 ends of the H3K4me3 peaks and the poly(A) sites

were tested for overlap with coding sequences.
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Prediction of lincRNA Exonic Structures
To assign exon-intron structures to the predicted lincRNA domains, we combined transcript information from GenBank (mRNA and

EST alignments) and RNA-Seq–based genemodels identified by Exonerate (Slater and Birney, 2005) and deposited in Ensembl (‘‘En-

sembl RNA-Seq’’ structures). In addition, we predicted RNA-Seqmodels using Cufflinks (Trapnell et al., 2010), startingwith RNA-Seq

reads from 10 stages and tissues (SRA Accession ERP000016) aligned to the genome using TopHat (Trapnell et al., 2009) v1.1.4

(retaining only transcripts R 100 nt and with RPKM > 0.5). To assign spliced exonic structures, we first sought primary-transcript

structures that spanned the entire predicted domain from the H3K4me3 mark to the poly(A) site. If no such structure was found,

the structure with the longest exonic sequence was identified, requiring that it spans at least 25% of the predicted domain. If two

possible exonic structures overlapped by more than 80%, only the structure with the longer exonic sequence was retained. Remain-

ing structures were trimmed based on the 50 and 30 ends of the domain, and only exons falling within the boundaries of the domain

were retained.

Filtering of Predicted lincRNAs Transcripts
We first filtered the data using RNA-Seq data from ten developmental stages/tissues and H3K36me3 chromatin maps. The spliced

exonic structures were filtered requiring RNA-Seq coverage across at least 200 nt, RNA-Seq coverage across at least 50% of the

predicted exonic nucleotides, at least 300 RNA-Seq reads mapping to the predicted spliced structure, and H3K36me3 coverage

across at least 50% of the predicted transcribed domain in at least one stage. To confirm that the predicted lincRNAs were tran-

scribed predominantly in the predicted orientation, we used our strand-specific RNA-Seq reads from 24- and 72-hpf embryos (Table

S1) and strand-specific RNA-Seq reads from six early developmental stages acquired by Aanes et al. (2011) using the SOLiD platform

(GEO Accession GSE22830). Using these 284 million reads, we estimated that over 95% of the domains that did not overlap UTRs

were transcribed mostly from the predicted strand; domains that did not meet these criteria were excluded from further analysis.

Finally, an additional filtering for coding potential using CPC removed all transcripts with a positive coding score.

Human and Mouse lincRNA Collections
A set of 2,458 human lincRNAs (Table S3) was obtained by using all the RefSeq long (>200 bp) noncoding transcripts, Ensembl genes

(‘‘lincRNA’’ category only) and UCSC genes, after excluding transcripts overlapping protein-coding genes from Ensembl, RefSeq,

coding RefSeq transcripts from other species mapped to the human genome in the UCSC genome browser, pseudogenes and

‘‘other RNAs’’ annotated in Ensembl. When evaluating overlap with protein-coding genes, transcripts were excluded that overlapped

either any part of the pre-mRNA in the sense orientation or exons in the antisense orientation. A set of 3,345 mouse lincRNAs (Table

S3) was obtained from (Guttman et al., 2010) (clustering overlapping transcripts and using the union of their exons), RefSeq long

(>200 bp) noncoding transcripts and Ensembl genes (‘‘lincRNA’’ category only), after excluding transcripts overlapping either

protein-coding or pseudogenes annotated in RefSeq and Ensembl, or with known small RNA genes.

Additional Bioinformatic Analyses
For each lincRNA locus, a computational control was generated by random sampling of a length-matched region from intergenic

space of the same chromosome. Within this control region, exons were assigned to the same relative positions as in the authentic

lincRNA locus. To estimate confidence intervals, 200–1,000 cohorts of computational controls were used. RPKM values were

computed from RNA-Seq using Cufflinks (Trapnell et al., 2010). NCBI BLASTN was used to find sequence-similar lincRNAs using

theparameters ‘‘-taskblastn -word_size6 -evalue0.01 -strandplus’’ andanE-value cutoff of 10�5. Syntenyblocksaround the lincRNA

with conserved neighborswere defined as themaximal n for which n of the n+5 genes closest to the lincRNAwere orthologs of the n+5

genes closest to the corresponding mammalian lincRNAs. Zebrafish lincRNAs and controls were compared in this way to the human

and themouse genomes, and the human andmouseblock sizeswere averaged and reportedwith the geometricmean of the p values.

In Situ Hybridizations
In situ hybridization in whole-mount embryos was carried out as described (Thisse and Thisse, 2008). Digoxygenin-labeled antisense

riboprobes (DIG Labeling Kit, Roche) to zebrafish lincRNAs were generated from DNA fragments (typically at least 750 bp) that had

been amplified from amixed-stage cDNA library (containing cDNA from 24-hpf, 72-hpf and 10-day stages, primers listed in Table S7).

Morpholino Injections and Rescue Experiments
MOs were designed based on Gene Tools LLC recommendations and computationally evaluated for specificity using BLASTN

against zebrafish RefSeq mRNAs (requiring no more than 14 consecutive base pairs). Commercially synthesized MOs (Gene Tools,

LLC) were dissolved in water and injected into one-cell embryos, using 1.6–5.0 ng per embyro (amounts and sequences listed in

Table S6). For rescue experiments, lincRNAs were in vitro transcribed (mMessage mMachine kit, Ambion), purified (RNeasy kit,

QIAGEN) and precipitated (0.3M NaOAc [pH 5.2] and 2.5 volumes ethanol). Mouse and human cyrano and megamind RNAs were

in vitro polyadenylated [Poly(A) tailing kit, Ambion]. (In vitro polyadenylation was not required for zebrafish wild-type and mutant

lincRNAs because they were transcribed from a vector that added an SV40 polyadenylation signal, which promotes polyadenylation

in the embryo.) The following amounts of RNA were injected, in a volume of 1 nL, into one-cell embryos: 100 pg of zebrafish cyrano;

150 pg of mouse or human cyrano; 150 pg of zebrafish megamind; 200 pg of mouse or human megamind.
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RNA Blots
3 mg of total RNA isolated from 48 hpf fish was treated with glyoxal using NorthernMax-Gly Sample Loading Dye (Ambion), heated to

60�C for 30 min and loaded on a 1% agarose gel prepared using NorthernMax-Gly Gel Running Buffer (Ambion) according to the

manufacturer’s instructions. The RNA was blotted onto a Nytran membrane in 203 SSC (175.3 g NaCl, 88.2 g sodium citrate in

1.0 l water adjusted to [pH 7]) using the TurboBlotter System (Whatman). After UV crosslinking RNA to the membrane, glyoxal treat-

ment was reversed by incubating the membrane in 10 mM Tris-HCl [pH 8] for 20 min at room temperature. The membrane was incu-

bated in 12 ml QuickHyb solution (Stratagene) for 30 min at 65�C, and then radio-labeled RNA probe was added. Body-labeled anti-

sense riboprobe for cyrano was in vitro transcribed (MaxiScript kit, Ambion) from a PCR product (primers listed in Table S7). After an

overnight hybridization at 65�C, the membrane was washed twice in 23 SSC, 0.1% SDS for 5 min and once in 0.23 SSC, 0.1% SDS

for 30 min. The membrane was exposed to phosphorimager plates and analyzed using the Bass Phosphorimager system (FujiFilm).

qRT-PCR Analysis
Total RNA from MO-injected embryos was isolated using TRI Reagent (Ambion). For cyrano MO injections, 100 ng of total RNA was

used in reverse transcription reactions using oligo-dT primers (IDT) and SuperScript III Reverse Transcriptase (Invitrogen). Formega-

mind, polyadenylated RNAwas selected using Dynabeads (Invitrogen) and 100 ng of RNAwas reversed transcribed with equal molar

ratios of gene-specific primers for megamind and b-actin. Gene-specific and b-actin primers were used in the real-time PCR using

a 7900HT Fast Real-Time PCR system (Applied Biosystems). DDCt values were calculated for each gene, and relative transcript

levels were derived from these values.

DNA Constructs
Full-length zebrafish cyrano andmegamind cDNAs were amplified from themixed-stage cDNA library (primers listed in Table S7) and

cloned into the pCS2+ vector (Rupp and Weintraub, 1991). Mouse cDNAs were obtained from the RIKEN cDNA clone collection

through DNAFORM (clone IDs 2810011L19 and M5C1004K09). Human cDNAs were obtained from imaGenes (clone IDs

DKFZp686E0352Q and IMAGp998O103712Q). Hybrid 1 construct (cyrano conserved site in the megamind backbone) was obtained

by digesting a pGEM-T Easy vector with the full-length zebrafish megamind with BglII, which removed a region containing the

conserved site of megamind. The conserved site of cyrano was amplified by PCR (primers listed in Table S7) and cloned into the

megamind backbone using BglII restriction sites. Hybrid 2 construct (megamind conserved site in the cyrano backbone) was ob-

tained by digesting a pGEM-T Easy vector with the full-length zebrafish cyrano with StuI, which removed a region containing the

conserved site of cyrano. The conserved site of megamind was amplified by PCR (primers listed in Table S7) and cloned into the

cyrano backbone using StuI restriction sites.
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Figure S1. Chromatin Maps and Properties of Zebrafish lincRNAs, Related to Figure 1

(A) H3K4me3 ChIP-Seq read density around the transcription start site at 24 hpf. Each read was extended by 76–109 bp using MACS, and the number of

extended reads covering each bin of 10 bpwas tallied and divided by the total number of mapped reads. Ensembl zebrafish geneswere divided into four quartiles

based on their RNA-Seq read density at 24 hpf, and the aggregate density is plotted for each quartile.

(B) H3K36me3ChIP-Seq read density around 50 and 30 ends of genes at 24 hpf. Each readwas extended 600 bp downstreamof the 30 end and 400 bp upstreamof

the 50 end. Otherwise, as in (A).

(C) Overlap between H3K4me3 peak sets detected at different developmental stages.

(D) Distributions of the H3K36me3 reads at 24 hpf in lincRNA domains and in random intergenic regions. RPK is the number of reads per kilobase.

(E) A/U content of zebrafish lincRNAs and different regions of protein-coding genes.

(F) A/U Content of mouse lincRNAs and different regions of protein-coding genes. Colors are as in panel (E).

(G) Fraction of homopolymeric sequence in lincRNAs and different regions of protein-coding genes of zebrafish. Sequences were evaluated using a 5-nt sliding

window and recording the fraction of 5-mers that were homopolymers (i.e., five identical nucleotides). Colors are as in panel (E).

(H) Fraction of homopolymeric sequence in lincRNAs and different regions of protein-coding genes of mouse. Otherwise, as in (G).

(I) Fraction of transcripts overlapping at least one base of a repetitive element (left) and fraction of all transcript sequence overlapping repeats (right). With the

exception of simple repeats, all the repetitive elements annotated by RepeatMasker in the UCSC genome browser (November, 2011) were used.

(J) Distances from the closest protein-coding gene. The controls are random intergenic regions size- and chromosome-matched to the lincRNA set.

(K) Relative orientation with respect to the closest protein-coding gene within 100,000 bases. Error bars indicate 95% confidence intervals, based on 1,000

cohorts of control regions, which were each size- and chromosome-matched to the lincRNA set.

(L) Enrichments of Gene Ontology categories for the protein-coding neighbors of lincRNAs in different species. Error bars indicate 95% confidence intervals,

based on 1,000 cohorts of random size- and chromosome-matched intergenic controls.
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Figure S2. Whole-Mount In Situ Hybridizations Using Sense Probes for Selected lincRNAs, Related to Figure 2
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Figure S3. Detailed Genomic Characterization of linc-oip5 (cyrano) and linc-birc6 (megamind) Genes, Related to Figure 4

(A) The zebrafish cyrano locus. The RNA-Seq track is a composite of reads from ten stages and tissues (SRA Accession ERP000016).

(B) The mouse cyrano locus. The isoforms shown were the ones annotated in Ensembl (ENSMUST00000147425 and ENSMUST00000153581). The longer

isoform was used in rescue experiments. Neural progenitor cell (NPC) RNA-Seq data was from (Guttman et al., 2010), otherwise, as in (A).

(C) The human cyrano locus. Brain RNA-Seq data was from (Wang et al., 2008), otherwise as in (A). The presented gene structure corresponds to the one that was

annotated in Ensembl (ENSMUST00000153581) and the one used in our rescue experiments. Dashed line indicates a likely longer isoform inferred fromRNA-Seq

data.

(D) Conservation of the cyrano-conserved site. The sequence logo based on all 45 homologous sequences is shown above representative examples from the

indicated genomes.

(E) Zebrafish megamind locus. The black box indicates the conserved segment. Otherwise as in (A).

(F) Zebrafish linc-hhipl1 locus. Black box indicates the region homologous with megamind. Otherwise as in (A).

(G) An additional locus on chr17 with homology to megamind and evidence of transcription. Otherwise as in (F). This locus, named linc-bdkrb2, was manually

constructed after recognizing its homology to megamind, and is not represented by the 567 lincRNAs in Table S2.

(H) Conservation of the megamind conserved segment. The sequence logo based on all 75 homologous sequences is shown above representative examples.

Bases conserved in all the representative examples are in bold and in black.
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Figure S4. Characterization of linc-oip5 (cyrano) and NeuroD Expression in Zebrafish Embryos, Related to Figure 5

(A) In situ hybridization showing cyrano expression in the brain and notochord of zebrafish embryos at 28 hpf.

(B) Reduced cyrano levels in embryos injected with the cyrano splice-site MO measured by qRT-PCR.

(C) In situ hybridization of cyrano in embryos injected with the cyrano splice-site MO.

(D) Embryos at 48 hpf that had been injectedwith the indicated reagents. Bottompanel shows subsets of neurons expressingGFP driven by the neurod promoter.

Arrows point at NeuroD-positive neurons in the retina and tectum at 48 hpf.

(E) Embryo coinjected with mock RNA (RFP) and the indicated MOs. Bottom panel shows RFP expression.
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Figure S5. Characterization of linc-birc6 Expression in Zebrafish Embryos, Related to Figure 6

(A) In situ hybridization showing megamind expression in the brain of zebrafish embryos at 72 hpf.

(B) Reduced megamind levels in embryos injected with the megamind splice-site MOs measured by qRT-PCR.

(C) In situ hybridization of megamind expression in zebrafish embryos injected with the splice site MOs.

(D) Embryo at 28 hpf that had been injected with the indicated reagents. Bottom panel shows RFP expression. Arrow points at defects in brain development.
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